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Abstract

Background: Binning environmental shotgun reads is one of the most fundamental tasks in metagenomic studies,
in which mixed reads from different species or operational taxonomical units (OTUs) are separated into different
groups. While dozens of binning methods are available, there is still room for improvement.

Results: We developed a novel taxonomy-independent approach called MBBC (Metagenomic Binning Based on
Clustering) to cluster environmental shotgun reads, by considering k-mer frequency in reads and Markov properties
of the inferred OTUs. Tested on twelve simulated datasets, MBBC reliably estimated the species number, the
genome size, and the relative abundance of each species, independent of whether there are errors in reads. Tested
on multiple experimental datasets, MBBC outperformed two state-of-the-art taxonomy-independent methods, in
terms of the accuracy of the estimated species number, genome sizes, and percentages of correctly assigned reads,
among other metrics.

Conclusions: We have developed a novel method for binning metagenomic reads based on clustering. This
method is demonstrated to reliably predict species numbers, genome sizes, relative species abundances, and k-mer
coverage in simple datasets. Our method also has a high accuracy in read binning. The MBBC software is freely
available at http://eecs.ucf.edu/~xiaoman/MBBC/MBBC.html.
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Background
Binning environmental shotgun reads is critical to meta-
genomic studies [1,2]. In a metagenomics project,
genome sequences of different species from an environ-
mental sample are randomly cut into short DNA frag-
ments and then sequenced [1-3]. The sequenced DNA
fragments are often called reads, and the mixed reads
from different species in an environment are thus desig-
nated as environmental shotgun reads [2]. Because the
information of the species origin of reads and the rela-
tive order of reads in the genomes is lost during sequen-
cing, it is crucial to cluster the mixed environmental
shotgun reads into reads from the same species or op-
erational taxonomical units (OTUs), so called “binning
reads” [2]. By binning reads, researchers can identify
the number and the abundances of species in the en-
vironment, and further understand what functional
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roles each species plays and how these species work
together, which are critical for the study of microbes.
Many computational methods have been developed to

bin environmental shotgun reads [4-22]. These methods
can be broadly classified into two categories. One cat-
egory is taxonomy-dependent [5,8-10,16-21,23,24], in
which one queries reads in reference databases and uti-
lizes the origin of the hit sequences in reference data-
bases to bin reads. The reference databases commonly
used include the non-redundant nucleotide database at
the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI), Uniprot [25], Pfam [26], etc. The other category
of methods is taxonomy-independent [4,7,11-13,27,28], in
which the composition information of reads is used
to group reads. The rationale behind taxonomy-
independent methods is that reads from different spe-
cies have different composition properties. For instance,
different α -proteobacteria species have GC contents
ranging from <30% to >60% [29]. In addition to GC
content, the frequency of tetranucleotides and other
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features in reads are also commonly used as the com-
position information of reads [11,22,30].
Despite the existence of many read-binning methods,

there is much room for improvement [22]. The
taxonomy-dependent methods are hampered by the lim-
ited number of sequenced microbial genomes, more
than 99% of which are still unknown and unstudied [31].
The taxonomy-independent methods also have various
problems. Early taxonomy-independent methods cannot
bin short reads from next generation sequencing tech-
nologies [6,31]. Recently, a few methods [6,14,15] have
been developed to bin reads, including short reads. For
instance, AbundanceBin [14] utilizes the property that k-
mers (k base pair long DNA segments) in reads from
the same genome have similar frequencies to group
reads. Although these methods have been shown to per-
form well in certain simulated and experimental datasets,
recent studies indicate their limitations [22]. One such
limitation is that multiple reads have seldom been consid-
ered simultaneously to infer their properties other than k-
mer frequency. We infer that properties shared by a group
of reads are likely useful to cluster short environmental
shotgun reads, as demonstrated in the following analyses.
We developed a novel approach called Metagenomic

Binning Based on Clustering (MBBC). MBBC first
groups reads based on k-mer frequencies within the
reads by an expectation maximization (EM) algorithm
[32]. The rationale behind this step is that species with
different genome coverage usually have different k-mer
frequencies and k-mers in reads from the same species
often occur similar number of times. Therefore, k-mer
frequencies in reads help to separate reads from different
species. From the initially grouped reads, MBBC then in-
fers the Markov properties of reads within each group,
under the assumption that the majority of reads with
similar k-mer frequencies are likely from the same
Figure 1 An example of binning reads from four species in the genus
species abundance and k-mer coverage, respectively. The real genome size
After updating k-mer occurrences for k-mers occurring fewer than 4 times,
the estimated species number and α become more accurate.
genome and therefore from the same Markov chain. Fi-
nally, MBBC iteratively clusters reads based on the
learned Markov properties and infers the Markov prop-
erties of reads in the same groups until the process con-
verges. Tested on twelve simulated datasets, MBBC
reliably clustered reads and determined the species num-
ber, genome sizes, and k-mer coverage of each species.
The k-mer coverage of a species in this study is the aver-
age number of reads covering a random k-mer in the
genome of this species, which is an approximation of the
genome coverage that is calculated as the sum of the
length of all reads from this species divided by the gen-
ome length of this species. Tested on multiple real ex-
perimental datasets, four of which used 75 base pair
long short reads, MBBC performed the same or better
than two state-of-the-art taxonomy-independent me-
thods [14,15]. MBBC is thus a useful method for meta-
genomic studies.

Results
MBBC reliably estimates the species number, genome
sizes, relative species abundances, and k-mer coverage
We applied MBBC to twelve simulated datasets with the
initial species number, m, set at 10. These datasets used
species from three randomly selected genera, from each of
which four species were randomly selected (Additional
file 1). We observed that in each dataset, MBBC predicted
the exact species number (Additional file 2). In all data-
sets, regardless of whether the genome coverage ratio was
larger or smaller than 2 and whether there were errors in
reads, the predicted genome size, relative species abun-
dance, and k-mer coverage were close to the actual ones
(Additional file 2).
Figure 1 provided a detailed example of binning reads

from four species in the genus Spiroplasma by MBBC
(Figure 1). In this example, the genome coverage of the
of Spiroplasma by MBBC. α and λ represents the estimated relative
s, α and λ are listed in the parentheses of the last table in the figure.
the estimated α becomes more accurate. After removing small groups,
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four species was 4, 8, 18, and 32, respectively. MBBC
correctly determined the species number. It also reliably
predicted the k-mer coverage as 3.34, 6.67, 13.05, and
22.98, respectively, which were close to the actual ones
(numbers in the parentheses in Figure 1). The actual k-
mer coverage was calculated by counting the number of
times k-mers in a genome covered by reads from this
genome. Moreover, MBBC reasonably estimated the
genome sizes for the four species (Figure 1).
It is also evident that two steps in the EM algorithm of

the MBBC are important for its accuracy (Figure 1). One
step is to estimate the number of k-mers occurring 0, 1,
2, and 3 times in reads. This step is necessary as the ob-
served numbers of k-mers occurring 0 to 3 times are
likely biased due to the existence of low abundance spe-
cies and sequence errors [14,22,33]. In fact, after esti-
mating these numbers by iteratively running the EM
algorithm, the estimated k-mer coverage becomes much
closer to the actual ones. For instance, the predicted k-
mer coverage, λ, for the first four groups was changed
from (3.88, 11.14, 16.57, 23.61) to (3.34, 6.67, 13.05,
22.98), respectively, and the actual λ was (3.49, 5.83,
12.48, 20.52). The other step is to remove the small
groups of k-mers (the estimated genome sizes corre-
sponding to these groups are smaller than 400,000). By
removing these small groups and reassigning k-mers,
the estimated species abundance, α, becomes much
closer to the actual α. For instance, after this step, α
for the first four groups was changed from (31.59%,
16.01%, 25.79%, 24.33%) to (16.93%, 11.55%, 23.09%,
48.43%), respectively, while the actual α was (6.98%,
11.36%, 29.95%, 51.70%). These two steps make the EM al-
gorithm in MBBC different from the one implemented in
Table 1 Prediction by MBBC on datasets with different genom

Datasets Predicted
genome sizes

Actual genome
sizes

Predicted relat
abundance

spa4spd8sps18spt32 1498994 1160554 9.42%

825923 945296 10.35%

1138156 1107344 27.91%

1212248 1075140 52.33%

spa4spd8sps18 1281577 1160554 16.16%

921307 945296 22.61%

1226752 1107344 61.23%

spa5spd8sps15 1607360 1160554 27.03%

682864 945296 20.95%

1139322 1107344 52.02%

spa5baa8sps15 1463372 1160554 21.50%

1318685 1596490 30.49%

1250815 1107344 48.01%

Each species in each dataset is named by the first two letters of their genus name,
coverage. The first dataset is the one used in Figure 1.
AbundanceBin [14], which always separates k-mers into
two groups, even when reads are from more than two spe-
cies, and neglects the inaccuracy of the observed numbers
of k-mers occurring 0, 1, 2, 3 times in reads.
Figure 1 illustrates the importance of the inferred

Markov properties to the accuracy of MBBC as well. It
is well known that different microbial genomes often
follow different Markov properties [34,35]. Previous
studies, such as [11], have utilized these properties to
assign reads longer than 1000 base pairs in metage-
nomic studies. Regarding short reads, such as 75 base
pairs long reads, it is unlikely to reasonably infer the
Markov properties they may have from individual reads.
By assuming that most reads grouped by the EM algo-
rithm are likely from one OTU, we have reliably in-
ferred the Markov properties that most reads in a
group follow and further filtered reads from other
OTUs. To our knowledge, such a strategy has not been
explored before. From Figure 1, it is clear that this
strategy significantly improves the accuracy of read
clustering, which is shown in the generally more accur-
ate estimation of genome sizes and relative species
abundance.
To investigate how the change in genome coverage ra-

tios affects the accuracy of the estimation, we applied
MBBC to simulated datasets with all genome coverage
ratios larger or smaller than 2, using the first three spe-
cies in the above example. The above example demon-
strated that MBBC reliably estimates the species
number, genome sizes, relative species abundance, and
k-mer coverage. We noticed that the species number
was still accurately predicted even when the genome
coverage ratios were smaller than 2 (Table 1). Moreover,
e coverage ratios or species composition

ive Actual relative
abundance

Predicted k-mer
coverage

Actual k-mer
coverage

6.98% 3.34 3.49

11.36% 6.67 5.83

29.95% 13.05 12.48

51.70% 22.98 20.52

14.45% 3.24 3.49

23.53% 6.31 5.83

62.02% 12.83 12.48

19.36% 4.03 4.01

25.23% 7.36 5.83

55.41% 10.95 10.53

16.49% 4.13 4.01

36.30% 6.51 5.87

47.21% 10.80 10.53

followed by the first letter from the species name and then the genome
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as expected, we observed that when the genome cover-
age ratios were larger than 2, the predicted genome sizes
and k-mer coverage were in general closer to the actual
ones than those with genome coverage ratios smaller
than 2 (Table 1). In addition, the prediction still agreed
well when the genome coverage ratios were smaller than
2. For instance, for the third species (sps), the predicted
genome size, relative species abundance, and k-mer
coverage was 1,139,322 base pairs, 0.5202, and 10.95, re-
spectively, whereas the actual one was 1,107,344 base
pairs, 0.5541, and 10.53, respectively (Table 1).
We also investigated the performance of MBBC with

species from different genera. Intuitively, it should be
easier to bin reads from species of different genera than
those from the same genus, because the Markov proper-
ties of genomes from different genera may be more dif-
ferent than those from the same genus. When we
replaced the second species in the third example above
with a species from another genus, we noticed an im-
provement in the accuracy of MBBC (Table 1). For in-
stance, the estimated k-mer coverage of the replaced
species was 6.51, compared with 5.87, the actual k-mer
coverage of this species. Conversely, the estimated k-mer
coverage of the second species before replacement was
7.36, compared with the actual k-mer coverage of 5.83.
Because two species were from the same genus in this
example, we further generated three additional datasets
using species from different phyla. We found that the
overall accuracy predicted was improved when species
were from different phyla instead of the same genus
(Additional file 3).

MBBC reliably assigns reads
In addition to estimating species number, genome sizes,
and k-mer coverage, another important task in metage-
nomic analyses is to group reads from the same OTUs
together. We investigated how well MBBC binned reads
in twelve simulated datasets, listed in the Additional
file 1. We observed that 75% to 91% of reads were correctly
binned together, even when there was 1% errors in reads
and some genome coverage ratios were smaller than 2
(Additional file 2). The accuracy of the binned reads was
calculated by assuming the species to be the group with
the majority of its reads and then counting how many
reads were correctly assigned to these species. We also
noticed that the accuracy was genus dependent, in that
the accuracy of the binned reads for simulated datasets
Table 2 Prediction on the human gut dataset by MBBC

MBBC predictions

genome size 3524796 2315047 1745685

relative abundance 11.25% 16.87% 23.33%

k-mer coverage 4.48 10.24 18.78
from one genus was always higher than that from an-
other genus, regardless of whether the genome coverage
ratios were smaller than 2 or there were errors in reads,
implying that Markov properties of species in certain
genera differed more than those of species in other gen-
era. In addition, the genome coverage ratios affected the
accuracy of read binning, in that the accuracy for datasets
from the same genus was always lowest when the ratios
were smaller than 2.
To further investigate how the genome coverage ratios

affected accuracy, we applied MBBC to datasets with dif-
ferent genome coverage ratios. We used the same data-
sets listed in Table 1. As expected, we observed that the
accuracy of read binning decreased when the genome
coverage ratios decreased (Additional file 2). We also
noticed that the accuracy was improved with species
from different genera, although the genome coverage ra-
tios were still smaller than 2, because of the consider-
ation of Markov properties of genomes of different
species. For instance, in the last two simulated datasets
in Table 1, the accuracy of read binning by MBBC was
85.39%, compared with 82.01%, when species from dif-
ferent genera compared with species from the same
genus were used (Additional files 2 and 3).

MBBC works well in real datasets
We applied MBBC to two simplified real datasets. It is a
common practice to use simplified real datasets to test
developed binning methods [14,15], because most spe-
cies present and their abundance in original raw read
datasets are unknown. One simplified real dataset was
the AMD dataset [3], in which long Sanger reads were
used. MBBC correctly predicted the species number as
2. MBBC also almost perfectly predicted the relative
abundances of the two species as 29.1% and 70.9%, as
compared with the actual relative abundance as 29.03%
and 70.97%. Moreover, the predicted k-mer coverage of
the two species was 4.03 and 8.16, respectively, which
were close to the actual coverage (5.14 and 7.35, respect-
ively). Overall, the accuracy of read binning by MBBC in
this dataset was 94.27%.
The other simplified real dataset we applied MBBC to

was a human gut dataset composed of 4,684,098 short
Illumina raw reads from three microbial species. Unex-
pectedly, MBBC predicted 4 species (Table 2). We no-
ticed that the majority of reads in both the third and
fourth groups were from the same species, the third
Actual numbers

2274392 NA 2249085 NA

48.55% 14.12% 16.67% 69.21%

30 8.28 10.49 18.49



Table 3 Binning accuracy of MBBC, AbundanceBin and
MetaCluster

Datasets MBBC MetaCluster AbundanceBin

lag5lar11las24 91.34% 82.93% 64.60%

lag4lar7las12 78.97% 77.66% 39.09%

laa4lag8lar15las30 86.43% 83.49% 50.98%

laa4lag8lar15las30 (no errors) 87.13% 85.64% 86.41%

spa4spd9sps18 89.58% 78.68% 63.73%

spa5spd8sps15 82.01% 73.71% 52.44%

spa4spd8sps18spt32 87.35% 72.64% 54.60%

spa4spd8sps18spt32 (no errors) 89.09% 74.43% 90.44%

baa3bab7bac15 79.55% 64.83% 61.11%

baa6bab10bac18 75.80% 45.12% 51.13%

baa5bab10bac18bah30 75.71% 34.48% 39.25%

baa5bab10bac18bah30
(no errors)

79.90% 45.82% 66.25%

human gut dataset 74.94% 71.65% 52.63%

AMD dataset 94.14% NA 73.42%
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species. Moreover, the sum of the relative abundance of
the third and fourth groups was 72.48%, which was close
to the relative abundance of the third species, 69.21%.
The other two predicted groups agreed well with the
corresponding two real species. For instance, the pre-
dicted genome size, relative coverage, and k-mer cover-
age of the second species were 231555 base pairs,
16.87%, and 10.24, respectively, which concurred well
with the actual corresponding numbers, 2249085,
16.67%, and 10.24 (Table 2). The accuracy of read bin-
ning by MBBC was 74.80% in this dataset, demonstrat-
ing that MBBC works well in datasets with long or short
reads.
To understand why MBBC did not automatically com-

bine the third and fourth groups into one predicted spe-
cies, we examined the mapped reads to the genome
corresponding to the third species. We noticed that this
genome was almost evenly divided into two halves, with
coverage of approximately 18 and 30 for the two halves,
respectively. Because both halves were longer than the
genome size cutoff (400,000), MBBC considered them as
two separate genomes. Since the two groups were from
the same genome, we also compared the two Markov
models learned from reads from the two halves of the
genome. We used the relative entropy to measure the
difference of the transition matrix of the two Markov
chains. We observed that the relative entropy of the two
Markov models was 1.14, which was larger than that of
the Markov models of the first two species, which had a
relative entropy of 0.68. Thus it makes sense that MBBC
considered them to be two separate species. This result
also implies that different compositions in different gen-
ome regions may contribute to different coverage of
these regions in genome sequencing.

MBBC performs better than AbundanceBin and
MetaCluster
We compared MBBC with two widely used taxonomy-
independent methods, AbundanceBin [14] and MetaClus-
ter 5.0 [15], in the twelve simulated datasets (Additional
file 1) and two simplified real datasets mentioned above.
Because AbundanceBin was developed for single-end reads,
when paired-end reads were used, we ran AbundanceBin
by treating the two paired-end reads as independent reads.
Because MetaCluster runs on paired-end read data, we
did not apply it to the AMD dataset that used single-
end reads [3]. Overall, MBBC outperformed the two
methods in terms of the estimated species number,
genome sizes, relative species abundance, k-mer cover-
age, and binning accuracy (Additional file 4).
First, we compared the predicted species number in

these fourteen datasets. MBBC predicted the right spe-
cies number in all except one dataset. AbundanceBin
and MetaCluster often cannot predict the right species
number (Additional file 4). In the twelve simulated data-
sets, AbundanceBin and MetaCluster correctly predicted
the species number in two and zero datasets, respect-
ively. For the AMD dataset, AbundanceBin predicted the
correct number of species. For the gut dataset, MetaCluster
predicted 512 groups whereas AbundanceBin failed with
only one species output. Because the species numbers
were not correctly predicted, it was difficult for the two
programs to predict other properties of the datasets, such
as the genome sizes, the relative abundance, and the k-
mer coverage of each species.
Next, we compared the accuracy of read binning in

the fourteen datasets (Table 3). Because AbundanceBin
and MetaCluster cannot automatically predict the right
species number, we specified the known species number
as input for the two programs to output the binned
reads. In eleven of the twelve simulated datasets, the ac-
curacy of MBBC was better that of the other two
methods, with a median of 15% higher accuracy
(Table 3). In the only simulated dataset that MBBC did
not achieve the highest accuracy, MBBC had an accur-
acy of 89%, slightly less than the best accuracy of 90%.
AbundanceBin performed better than MetaCluster in all
simulated datasets without read errors while MetaClus-
ter performed better than AbundanceBin in simulated
datasets with read errors (Table 3). MBBC performed
better in terms of estimating genome sizes, relative spe-
cies abundance, etc. In the two real datasets, we also ob-
served that MBBC had a higher accuracy than the other
two methods. For instance, the accuracy of MBBC in the
gut dataset was 74.80%, compared with 52.63% and
71.65% by AbundanceBin and MetaCluster, respectively.
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Finally, we compared the speed of the three methods
to bin reads in the fourteen datasets (Additional file 5).
All comparisons were performed on the same computer
with the following configuration: Intel® Core™ i5-3210 M
CPU @ 2.50GHz and 8G RAM. The stacked bars in the
additional file 5 displayed the running time of each
method on these datasets. We observed that when spe-
cies number was unknown, the other two methods usu-
ally required much more time. When species number
was known, MetaCluster was faster (~36.40%) than
MBBC, but it only binned reads, and did not predict pa-
rameters such as genome sizes, relative species abun-
dance, etc. The most time-consuming part of MBBC
was the step to update the number of k-mers occurring
0, 1, 2, and 3 times in reads. AbundanceBin was slow
even when the species number was known. This update
process required more time to converge, which occupied
nearly half of the total running time. Given that MBBC
can predict more parameters than MetaCluster, runs fas-
ter than AbundanceBin, and can automatically and ac-
curately predict the species number, MBBC is a useful
tool for metagenomic data analyses.

Discussion
We developed a novel approach called MBBC to bin
reads from metagenomics projects. MBBC bins reads by
employing two types of read composition properties that
have never been considered together previously. Tested
on simulated and experimental datasets, we demon-
strated that MBBC could reliably determine the species
number, genome sizes, relative species abundance, and
k-mer coverage. Moreover, MBBC grouped reads from
the same species with high accuracy. Compared with
two popular taxonomy-independent methods, MBBC
performed better in almost every dataset tested, with
higher accuracy of read binning in both simulated and
real datasets.
The inferred Markov property from the binned reads

contributes significantly to the success of MBBC. We
demonstrated that the Markov property helped to group
reads by exploring the differences among species and
genera in the above. The Markov properties also help
MBBC work better with errors in reads. This is because
the majority positions in a read from a species still fol-
low the Markov properties, despite the existence of a
few positions with errors.
The comparison of MBBC with AbundanceBin and

MetaCluster may be biased by the parameters we used.
Except for specifying m as the known species numbers,
we used the default values of the other parameters in
running AbundanceBin and MetaCluster. It is thus pos-
sible that the two tools may produce better results with
other parameter choices. However, we believe that
MBBC should at least behave similarly to or better than
the two methods, as the Markov properties of the
grouped reads that are important for correctly binning
have not been utilized by the two tools.
We suggest users use a large m as the initial species

number. However, how should one determine this large
initial m? An economical approach is to start with m as
a smaller number such as 10. If no small group is dis-
covered by the EM algorithm, one can increase m
slightly, such as m = 15, until the EM algorithm pro-
duces small groups. This process will result in robust
binning of reads.
The above analyses were mainly based on the twelve

simulated datasets and two simplified real datasets. To
demonstrate how well MBBC and others perform on
original raw read datasets, we also tested them on the
original AMD raw read dataset and an original human
gut raw read dataset (Additional file 3). In the original
AMD dataset, at least five main species were known to
present, which could be grouped into three groups with
different abundance. MBBC predicted three OTUs, with
reads from three species of similar abundance grouped
into the same OTUs. The overall read binning accuracy
was 68%, while AbundanceBin did not produce any pre-
diction for this dataset. In the original human gut data-
set composed of at least 10 known species, MBBC
predicted 5 species. By further studying reads in the pre-
dicted species, we found that the predicted 5 species
represented two groups of species with similar abun-
dance. The overall read binning accuracy in this dataset
was 73.51%. AbundanceBin output “nan” for this dataset,
which meant that it could not work on complex data-
sets. MetaCluster considered most reads as “orphan”
and only clustered 28% of reads for this dataset. MBBC
thus performed better than AbundanceBin and
MetaCluster in these two original real datasets. In
addition to the original raw read datasets, we also tested
MBBC on the Human Microbiome Project (HMP) real
datasets and mock datasets. In the three real datasets
and two mock datasets we tested, MBBC did better than
AbundanceBin and MetaCluster. However, MBBC failed
to distinguish species with similar abundance in a few
datasets again. The analysis details of these datasets in-
cluding the original AMD and gut datasets are in the
additional file 3. These analyses demonstrated that al-
though MBBC performed well on datasets with large
abundance ratios (around 1.5 or larger) and/or datasets
composed of species with distinct Markov properties,
the actual metagenomic datasets were much more
complicated, with many species of similar abundance
(abundance ratios close to 1) and many species with
complicated Markov properties (different regions of
the same genome have different Markov properties).
There is still much room for further methodology
improvement.
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Two aspects may be considered to further improve
MBBC. One is the assumption of the Poisson distribu-
tion of the frequency of k-mers in reads. The k-mers in
reads from one species may not follow a Poisson distri-
bution exactly, and more suitable distributions may be
explored. The other aspect is the assumption of the
homogeneity of a microbial genome. We demonstrated
that the third species in the simplified gut dataset is not
homogeneous, which is why MBBC considered it to be
two different species. In the future, a better model will
be necessary to take the homogeneity of microbial ge-
nomes into account when designing methods.

Conclusions
We developed a novel method for binning metagenomic
reads based on clustering. This method was demon-
strated to reliably predict species numbers, genome
sizes, relative species abundance, and k-mer coverage in
simple datasets. It also displayed a high accuracy in read
binning. The free tool implementing the developed
method is available at http://eecs.ucf.edu/~xiaoman/
MBBC/MBBC.html.

Methods
Experimental datasets retrieved
We used two simplified real experimental datasets, three
HMP real datasets, two HMP mock datasets, and two
original raw read datasets to evaluate the MBBC
method. The details of the two simplified real datasets
were in the following. The HMP datasets and the ori-
ginal real datasets were described in the additional file 3.
One simplified real dataset was the Acid Mine Drain-

age (AMD) dataset [3] downloaded from http://www.
ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK6860/. This dataset con-
tained 180,713 single-end reads, with an average read
length of 1005 base pairs long. Following a previous
study [6], we used the Figaro software [36] to remove
the vector sequences in these reads. For the remaining
portions of each read, only the longest contiguous bases
whose quality values were > =17 were kept [6]. This fil-
tering resulted in 166,715 reads. These 166,715 reads
were then mapped to two dominant species using the
MuMmer software [37] with the default parameters. In
total, 40499 reads were mapped to the two species and
used to test the binning methods.
The other simplified real dataset was the human gut

dataset from 15 randomly selected samples (Additional
file 1) and downloaded from ftp://public.genomics.org.
cn/BGI/gutmeta/High_quality_reads/. There were 257,1
58,754 paired-end reads in this dataset, each of which
was 75 base pairs long. These reads were mapped to the
following three species using the software SOAP 2.21
[38]: Bacteroides uniformis, Alistipes putredinis, and
Ruminococcusbromii L2-63. These species were used
because they were the most abundant species and/or
had more complete genome sequences in the gut data-
set. The command used to map reads was ./soap –a <
reads_a > −b < reads_b > −D < index.files > −o < PE_out-
put > −2 < SE_output>, which allowed two mismatches
and indels during mapping. There were 4,684,098
reads mapped to the three genomes and used to test
the metagenomic binning methods.

Simulated datasets generated
To generate simulated datasets, we randomly selected
three genera that had more than 20 sequenced species in
the NCBI Microbial Genome Database (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/genomes/MICROBES/microbial_taxtree.html).
The three genera selected were Lactobacillus, Spiro-
plasma, and Bartonella. Next, from each genus, we ran-
domly selected four species to generate simulated
datasets (Additional file 1). Note that it is much more
challenging to bin reads from species of the same genus
than those from different genera. We then generated
paired-end reads using MetaSim [39] for each of the
three or four species in a dataset, with the given gen-
ome coverage. We specified the read length to be 75
base pairs and simulated the reads with no error or
with the empirical error model in MetaSim (~1% error
rate). Similarly, we generated three simulated datasets
with species from different phyla (Additional file 3).

The framework of the MBBC method
We developed a novel method called MBBC (Figure 2).
Our method starts from an EM algorithm to group k-
mers in reads based on their frequencies in reads. The
assumption behind the k-mer grouping is that the fre-
quency of k-mers in reads follows a mixture of Poisson
distributions [33]. Next, MBBC iteratively estimates the
number of k-mers that occur 0 to 3 times in reads and
runs the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of the
mixed Poisson distributions. The rationale behind the it-
erative estimation is that these numbers are either unob-
served or inaccurate and thus affect the estimation of
other parameters [14,15]. Next, MBBC determines the
species number and initially groups reads based on the
Poisson parameters. MBBC then iteratively models the
Markov property of the reads in each group and reas-
signs reads to groups. Finally, MBBC determines the
genome sizes and other metrics based on the assigned
reads and the estimated parameters. The details are pre-
sented in the following.

EM algorithm for initial binning of reads
We developed an EM algorithm to group reads based on
the frequency of k-mers in reads, where k = 16 is chosen
so that the chance that a random k-mer occurs multiple
times in a microbial genome is small (<1e-5). The

http://eecs.ucf.edu/~xiaoman/MBBC/MBBC.html
http://eecs.ucf.edu/~xiaoman/MBBC/MBBC.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK6860/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK6860/
ftp://public.genomics.org.cn/BGI/gutmeta/High_quality_reads/
ftp://public.genomics.org.cn/BGI/gutmeta/High_quality_reads/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/MICROBES/microbial_taxtree.html
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/MICROBES/microbial_taxtree.html


Figure 2 The procedure of read clustering in MBBC. The output on the right from each of the main steps on the left is connected with the
corresponding steps.
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underlying assumption of this EM algorithm is that the
frequency of k-mers in reads from a microbial species
follows a common distribution. Similar to previous stud-
ies [14,33], we use Poisson as the common distribution.
Under this assumption, all k-mers in reads from a meta-
genomic project form the samples of a mixture of Pois-
son distributions, where the number and the parameters
of the Poisson distributions are unknown. EM algo-
rithms are widely used to address mixture problems
[33,40], and therefore applied to initially group reads
from different Poisson distributions.
The EM algorithm in MBBC assumes that there are in

total n different k-mers in reads in a metagenomic pro-
ject that are from m different species, where m is un-
known. Assume that the frequency of these k-mers in all
reads, x1, x2,…, xn, follows a mixture of m Poisson distri-
butions with the unknown parameters λ1, λ2,…, λm. For
any i from 1 to n, if xi is from the j-th Poisson distribu-

tion, then P xi ¼ xð Þ ¼ αjpj λj; x
� � ¼ αj

λxj
x! e

−λj , where αj is

the unknown probability that a random k-mer is from

the j-th distribution and
Xm
j¼1

αj ¼ 1 . Intuitively, α1, α2,

…, αm represent the relative species abundance in the
environment, and λ1, λ2,…, λm represent the k-mer
coverage of the species. Because we do not know which dis-
tribution xi is from, we define the missing variable yi, where
yi = j indicates that xi is from the j-th Poisson distribution.
With the above notations, the log complete likelihood
function of the observed data X = {x1, x2,…, xn} and the
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missing data Y = {y1, y2,…, yn} is log L θ;X;Yð Þð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

log

αyi � pyi λyi ; xi
� �� �

, where the parameter θ = {α1, α2⋯, αm;

λ1, λ2,⋯, λm}. The E-step of the EM algorithm is to calcu-

late Zij, which is Zij ¼ P yi ¼ jjð X; θÞ ¼ αj�pj λj;xið Þ
Xm
r¼1

αr � pr λr;xi
� � .

The M-step is to estimate the parameters in the following

manner: αj ¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

Zij, λj ¼

Xn
i¼1

Zijxi

Xn
i¼1

Zij

.

For a given m, to apply the above EM algorithm, we
initialize αj = 1/m, λj = j * 10 + 10 for j from 1 to m. We
then iterate the E-steps and M-steps until the differ-
ence between the updated θ and the current θ is small
(<1e-5). Finally, we output the current θ = {α1, α2
⋯, αm; ⋅ λ1, λ2,⋯, λm}and assign k-mers to m different
groups based on θ.
Estimation of the species number
The species number m is unknown and required by the
above EM algorithm. To estimate m, MBBC initializes m
as a large number so that the output groups from the
EM algorithm contain at least a small group that is too
small to serve as a k-mer group from a microbial spe-
cies. To determine whether an output group is small,
MBBC first estimates the number of k-mers that occur
x = 0, 1, 2, and 3 times, respectively, with the following

formula:
Xm
j¼1

pj λj; x
� � Xn

i¼1xi≥4

Zij

1−
X3
s¼0

pj λj; s
� � . With the estimated num-

ber of k-mers that occur x = 0, 1, 2, and 3 times, MBBC
iteratively runs the EM algorithm using the estimated xi
for i from 0 to 3 and the original xi for i > 3 until the es-
timated xi for i < 4 do not change. The rationale to itera-
tively estimate xi for i < 4 is that these xi are inaccurate
because of the existence of low abundance species and
sequencing errors [14,22,33]. Next, MBBC estimates the
genome size represented by each group of k-mers output

from the EM algorithm as

Xn0

i¼1

Zij � xi
λj

, for j from 1 to m,

where n’ is used to denote that the estimated k-mers
that occur fewer than 4 times are used together with
other observed k-mers. Finally, MBBC labels groups of
k-mers as small groups if their estimated genome sizes
are smaller than 400,000, a cutoff that is smaller than
the size of the sequenced smallest genome of living
organisms [14], and labels other groups as large groups.
With the labelled groups, MBBC estimates the species
number as the number of the large groups. The αj for
the large groups is normalized so that their sum is equal
to 1. To take the k-mers initially assigned to small
groups into account, MBBC then implements one more

E-step to calculate Zij and then updates αj ¼ 1
n

Xn
i¼1

Zij ,

for i from 1 to n and j from 1 to m.

Initial read assignment based on the inferred θ
With the inferred θ, MBBC measures the probability
that a read belongs to the j-th species as pj(λj, x), for j
from 1 to m, where x is the median frequency of the k-
mers in this read. MBBC then sorts these probabilities
from largest to smallest for each read. For a read, if its
largest probability minus the second largest probability
is larger than a cutoff C (C = 0.5), this read will be
assigned to the species corresponding to the largest
probability. When paired-end reads are used in a project,
MBBC assigns two paired reads to the same species
when at least one read can be assigned and there is no
conflict between the assignments of the two reads. In
this way, MBBC obtains m + 1 groups of read, one of
which corresponds to the unassigned reads. In case that
there are more than 50% of reads unassigned, MBBC re-
duces C by 0.01 and repeats this process until at least
half of the reads in the datasets are assigned to the m
groups that correspond to m species.

Final read assignment based on the Markov property
The final assignment of reads is performed by iteratively
inferring a 5-th order Markov chain for each group, ex-
cept for the group corresponding to unassigned reads,
and reassigning reads to each group. The rationale of
modelling a group of reads by a Markov chain is that
most reads in each of the m groups are likely from the
same species and Markov chains are widely used to
model the microbial genome sequences [41,42]. In brief,
starting from the initially assigned reads in a group,
MBBC counts 6-mer frequencies in these reads to obtain
the transition matrix and the stationary probability of
the Markov chain. Next, MBBC scores all reads in this
group using the inferred Markov model and obtains the
beta percentile of the score distribution. This percentile
is used as a cutoff to determine whether a read belongs
to a species. The beta used by MBBC in all tested data-
sets is 10%. MBBC then scores each read with m trained
models and finds the model with the best score for each
read. If the best score is larger than the corresponding
cutoff, this read is assigned to the species corresponding
to the best score. Otherwise, the read is not assigned.
With all reads scored and assigned, we have a new set of
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m + 1 groups of reads and infer the Markov models for
the m groups again. This process of inferring the Mar-
kov models and assigning reads is iteratively imple-
mented, with the beta decreased to beta/2 after one
iteration, until the assigned reads in the m + 1 groups do
not change. With the final assigned reads, MBBC esti-
mates the genome size of each species using the total
number of k-mers in each group divided by the esti-
mated k-mer coverage.
Comparisons with abundancebin and MetaCluster 5.0
To run MBBC, we used the following command for each
dataset: java –jar –Xmx7g MBBC.jar –i reads_file -m spe-
cies_number –r read_type, where m was set to be 10, and
the read_type = 1 indicates single-end reads and read_type =
0 means paired-end reads. With the known species number
m as input, we ran AbundanceBin [14] using the command
“./abundancebin -input reads_file -bin_num m”. We ran
MetaCluster 5.0 [15] by the command “./ MetaCluster5_1
reads_file –Species m’” for species with the genome cover-
age larger than 6 first and then using the command “./
MetaCluster5_2 reads_file.2 –Species m” for the species
with the genome coverage smaller than 6. When the species
number was assumed to be unknown, we ran Abundance-
Bin and MetaCluster 5.0 using the command “./abundance-
bin -input reads_file -RECURSIVE_CLASSIFICATION”
and “./ MetaCluster5_1 reads_file” followed by “./ MetaClus-
ter5_2 reads_file.2”, respectively.
Additional files

Additional file 1: Table S1. The human gut dataset from 15 randomly
selected samples; Table S2. Mapped reads of each of the three species
in the human gut dataset; Table S3. 12 randomly selected species from
three genera; Table S4. 12 simulated datasets.

Additional file 2: Table S1. Read binning accuracy of MBBC on each of
12 simulated datasets; Table S2. MBBC predicted the genome sizes,
relative abundance, and the k-mer coverage in each of 12 simulated
datasets; Table S3. Read binning accuracy of MBBC on datasets listed in
Table 1.

Additional file 3: S1. MBBC, AbundanceBin and MetaCluster on
additional simulated datasets with species from different phyla; S2.
MBBC, AbundanceBin and MetaCluster on HMP real datasets; S3. MBBC
and AbundanceBin on HMP mock datasets; S4. MBBC, AbundanceBin
and MetaCluster on original AMD raw read dataset; S5. MBBC,
AbundanceBin, and MetaCluster on original human gut raw read dataset.

Additional file 4: Table S1. The number of species predicted by
MetaCluster and AbundanceBin on 12 simulated datasets and 2 real
datasets without inputting the correct species numbers; Table S2. The
prediction by AbundanceBin and MetaCluster with the correct species
number specified.

Additional file 5: The total running time of each method on
different datasets.
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